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Abstract

This study indicates that agency theory prescriptions regarding monitoring are more relevant in

nonfounder firms but are redundant in founding family-led firms. Using a sample of 68 small- and

medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) publicly traded in Norway, the empirical tests show that founding

family leadership (CEO or chair) moderates the relationship between ownership structure and firm

performance. This has major implications for founding family firms that seek to finance

entrepreneurial opportunities. Specifically, nonfounder firms benefit from a low level of board and

inside ownership, a high level of blockholder ownership, and a high level of foreign ownership

because they face a context where agency costs are high. On the other hand, founding family firms

benefit from a high level of insider ownership, a low level of blockholder ownership, and a low level

of foreign ownership due to their context of low agency costs.
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1. Executive summary

The theoretical part of this study indicated that agency theory prescriptions regarding

monitoring are more relevant in nonfounder firms, but are redundant in founding family-led

firms. Specifically, nonfounder firms benefit from a low level of board and inside ownership,

a high level of blockholder ownership, and a high level of foreign ownership because they

face a context where agency costs are high. On the other hand, founding family firms benefit

from a high level of insider ownership, a low level of blockholder ownership, and a low level

of foreign ownership due to their context of low agency costs.

The findings have several practical implications.

First, smaller, publicly traded firms must realize that access to financing from institutional

blockholders and foreign owners is not without costs. These costs appear in terms of

increased monitoring of managerial action. This may benefit firms that are susceptible to

exploitation by managers (that is, managers pursuing their own objectives that are at odds

with those of the owners of the firm). In this context, the capital providers may closely follow

and question managerial actions, to ensure that the capital at the disposal of firm’s managers

is not being frittered away at potentially high-risk and wasteful projects.

However, these costs may outweigh benefits in contexts where managers are less

likely to be opportunistic. Founder-led family firms are examples of the latter context. In

this context, founders may have unique entrepreneurial visions and may see opportunities

that are not visible or appreciated by external capital. Since they are also owners of the

firm, the possibility of their willfully pursuing wasteful opportunities for personal gain is

relatively less. Rather, consistent with the objectives of a family business, they may try

to ensure longevity and growth. In this context, the practical implication of our study is

that external capital provided by institutional blockholders and foreign owners should not

be utilized.

There are a few other practical implications of this study as well. This study can serve as a

guide as well as a warning to family firms in transition. For example, founder-led firms that

intend to reduce their family involvement should strengthen alternative corporate governance

mechanisms (such as provided by blockholders and foreign investors and limit inside

ownership) before ‘‘leaving’’ the firm. This is because as the firm transitions from family-

led to non-family-led firm, it also deploys more hired managers as a result. This leads to a

greater distance between managerial objectives and the objectives of the firm’s owners.

Hence, greater oversight of managerial action is required. Making sure that this happens via

changes in sources of financing may create a more orderly and less disruptive transition than

an abrupt exit without any governance safeguards. This study also suggests that the corporate

governance focus of founder-led firms should be on providing the firm with resource access

to exploit unique entrepreneurial opportunities, which may not be funded by the public

financial markets. Access to resources could be in the form of access to private capital

networks, risk capital, internal sources of managerial, talent, and financial resources, etc.

Founder-led family firms can leverage its reputation and networks for these purposes. On the

other hand, the nonfounder firm needs to promote ownership structures and board involve-

ment that facilitates better monitoring, so that only genuine opportunities are financed and
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